Let La(n, P ) be the maximum size of a family of subsets of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} not containing P as a (weak) subposet. The diamond poset, denoted Q2, is defined on four elements x, y, z, w with the relations x < y, z and y, z < w. La(n, P ) has been studied for many posets; one of the major open problems is determining La(n, Q2). It is conjectured that La(n, Q2) = (2 + o(1)) n ⌊n/2⌋ , and infinitely many significantly different, asymptotically tight constructions are known.
Introduction
Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The Boolean lattice 2
[n] is defined as the family of all subsets of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and the ith level of 2 [n] refers to the collection of all sets of size i. In 1928, Sperner proved the following well-known theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Sperner [24]). If F is a family of subsets of [n] such that no set contains another (A, B ∈ F implies A ⊂ B), then |F | ≤ n ⌊n/2⌋ . Moreover, equality occurs if and only if F is a level of maximum size in 2
[n] . Definition 1.2. Let P be a finite poset, and F be a family of subsets of [n] . We say that P is contained in F as a (weak) subposet if there is an injection ϕ : P → F satisfying x 1 < p x 2 ⇒ ϕ(x 1 ) ⊂ ϕ(x 2 ) for every x 1 , x 2 ∈ P . F is called P -free if P is not contained in F as a weak subposet. We define the corresponding extremal function as La(n, P ) := max{|F | : F is P -free}.
A k-chain, denoted by P k , is defined to be the poset on the set {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k } with the relations x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ · · · ≤ x k . Using the above notation, Sperner's theorem can be stated as La(n, P 2 ) = n ⌊n/2⌋ . Let Σ(n, k) denote the sum of the k largest binomial coefficients of order n. An important generalization of Sperner's theorem due to Erdős [10] states that La(n, P k+1 ) = Σ(n, k). Moreover, equality occurs if and only if F is the union of k of the largest levels in 2 [n] .
Using more general structures instead of chains for double counting, Burcsi and Nagy [5] obtained a weaker version of this theorem for general posets showing that La(n, P ) ≤ |P |+h(P ) 2 − 1 n ⌊n/2⌋ . Later this was generalized by Chen and Li [6] and recently this general bound was improved by the authors of the present article [16] . The most investigated poset for which even the asymptotic value of La(n, P ) has yet to be determined is the diamond Q 2 which is the topic of our paper. The two middle levels of the Boolean lattice do not contain a diamond, so La(n, Q 2 ) ≥ (2 − o(1)) n ⌊n/2⌋ . Czabarka, Dutle, Johnston and Székely [7] gave infinitely many asymptotically tight constructions by using random set families defined from posets based on Abelian groups. Such constructions suggest that the diamond problem is hard. Using a simple and elegant argument, Griggs, Li and Lu [14] showed that La(n, Q 2 ) < 2.296 n ⌊n/2⌋ . Some time after they had announced this bound, Axenovich, Manske and Martin [1] improved the upper bound to 2.283 n ⌊n/2⌋ . This bound was further improved to 2.273 n ⌊n/2⌋ by Griggs, Li and Lu [14] . The best known upper bound on La(n, Q 2 ) is (2.25 + o(1)) n ⌊n/2⌋ due to Kramer, Martin and Young [17] . Definition 1.4. A maximal chain or, for the rest of this article, simply a chain of the Boolean lattice is a sequence of sets ∅, {x 1 }, {x 1 , x 2 }, {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 }, . . . , [n] with x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . . . ∈ [n]. We refer to {x 1 , . . . , x i } as the ith set on the chain. In particular, we refer to {x 1 } as the first set on the chain, or just say that the chain starts with the element x 1 (as a singleton). We refer to x i as the ith element added to form the chain.
Definition 1.5. The Lubell function of a family of sets F ⊆ 2
[n] is defined as l(n, F ) =
The notation is shortened to just l(F ) when there is no ambiguity as to the dimension of the Boolean lattice. [26, 21, 3, 19] 
For a poset P , let l(n, P ) be the maximum of l(n, F ) over all families F ⊆ 2
[n] which are both P -free and contain the empty set. Let l(P ) = lim sup n→∞ l(n, P ). Griggs, Li and Lu proved that Lemma 1.7 (Griggs, Li and Lu [14] ).
Kramer, Martin and Young used flag algebras to prove that 
. This family contains all size 2 sets that do not form a diamond with ∅ and the singletons, so all maximal diamond-free families on levels 0, 1 and 2 that contain ∅ are of this form.
The following restriction of the problem of diamond-free families has been investigated: How big can a diamond-free family be if it can only contain sets from the middle three levels of 2
[n] (denoted B(n, 3))? Better bounds are known with this restriction. Axenovich, Manske and Martin showed that Theorem 1.12 (Axenovich, Manske and Martin [1] 
Later, Manske and Shen improved it to 2.1547 n ⌊n/2⌋ in [20] and recently, Balogh, Hu, Lidický and Liu gave the best known bound of 2.15121 n ⌊n/2⌋ in [2] using flag algebras. Definition 1.13. We call a chain maximal-non-maximal (MNM) with respect to (w.r.t.) F if it contains a set from F , and the biggest set contained in F on the chain is not maximal in F (i.e., there are other sets from F containing it on some other chains).
It is easy to see that an ∅-free family is Λ-free if and only if the family we get by adding ∅ is diamond-free; adding ∅ increases the Lubell function by 1. In Section 2 of this paper, we prove the following lemma: Lemma 1.14. Let F ⊆ 2
[n] be a Λ-free family that does not contain the empty set, nor any set of size bigger than n − n ′ for some n ′ ∈ N (that can be chosen independently of n). Assume that there are cn!
It is easy to see that in Example 1.11 the number of MNM-chains is approximately a 2 n! (so a ≈ √ c): these are the chains whose second set is {e 1 , e 2 } with e 1 , e 2 ∈ A. Thus, this lemma is (asymptotically) sharp, and states that for a given number of MNM chains, Example 1.11 cannot be beaten (with some restriction on the sizes of the sets). Barring the requirement that the topmost n ′ levels be empty, Lemma 1.14 is a generalization of Lemma 1.8. The proof of Lemma 1.7 in [17] actually works with the restriction of Lemma 1.14 concerning the topmost sets (that there is no set of size bigger than n − n ′ ) with n ′ = n/2 − n 2/3 , immediately giving a new proof of Theorem 1.9. Our proof of Lemma 1.14 includes an intricate induction step and a (non-combinatorial) lemma about functions involving a lot of elementary algebra and calculus; but it does not require flag algebras, and it does not use details of the structure of F above the second level (except inside the induction). Section 3 of this paper uses Lemma 1.14 to prove our main theorem:
The proof is inspired by the proof of Theorem 1.12 (the same bound when restricted to 3 levels) as in [1] , using the idea of grouping chains by the smallest set contained in F on a chain (as developed in [14] and [17] ). 2 Λ-free families -Proof of Lemma 1.14 2.1 Definitions and main lemma Definition 2.1. We define the following functions:
•
Lemma 2.2. The functions above satisfy the following conditions:
2. f (x, c) is concave and monotonously increasing in c, and monotonously decreasing in x.
For all
We prove Lemma 2.2 in Appendix A.
Rather that proving Lemma 1.14 directly, we prove a strengthening of it -Lemma 2.3. This strengthened version involves additional parameters, X and X , and their functions x, α and µ, which we introduce in order to make the inductive proof possible. Lemma 1.14 is a special case of Lemma 2.3 with X = X = ∅. In the rest of Section 2, we prove Lemma 2.3.
[n] be a Λ-free family which does not contain ∅, nor any set larger than n − n ′ for some n ′ ∈ N. Let us assume that we are given a "forbidden" set
[n] be a "forbidden" antichain in which each set contains exactly one element of X (and may or may not be a singleton). Let us assume that the sets in F are disjoint from X, and unrelated to every set in X . Let α = l(X ), and let µn! be the number of chains which start with an element of X as a singleton, but do not contain any set in X . Assume, furthermore, that there are cn! MNM chains w.r.t.
First we verify the base case of the induction.
Proposition 2.4. Lemma 2.3 holds for
Proof. F = ∅. X is an antichain, so, by the YMBL inequality, α ≤ 1. By Lemma 2.2 Point 2 and Point 5, f x, c + µ
From now on we assume n ′ ≤ n − 1.
Notation. Let A ⊆ [n] \ X be the set of elements of [n] that appear as singletons in F , and let a = |A| n . Let B be the family of those sets in F which contain at least one element of A, but which are not singletons. Let β be the Lubell function of B. Let C be the family of those sets in F which only contain elements of [n] \ X \ A.
LetÃ = e ∈ A : (∃B ∈ B : e ∈ B) , and letã = |Ã| n . Let c 0 n! be the number of chains that start with {e} as a singleton for some e ∈Ã, but do not contain any set from B. Let νn! be the number of chains that start with {e} as a singleton for some e ∈Ã, continue with an element of [n] \ X \ A as the second element added to form the chain, yet do not contain any set from B.
Let 1 = n n−1 > 1 and 1 = (x+a)n−1 (x+a)(n−1) ≤ 1. These correction factors will account for the difference from the asymptotic behavior. (They are both typically close to 1. If x + a = 0, let 1 = 1; it is irrelevant as it will always be multiplied by x + a.)
Outline of the proof: In Subsection 2.2, we make some observations on the structure of X and B. In Subsection 2.4, we will finish the proof by applying induction to the Boolean lattices
When applying Lemma 2.3 by induction, we will use X ∪ A in the place of X, while sets from X and B will contribute to the family we use in the place of X (which we will denote by X ′ i ). We know little about the parameters of each X ′ i , but we will be able to bound their sums. The relevant calculations are done in Subsection 2.3.
On the structure of X and B
Proof. D contains exactly one element of X by definition. Let e ∈ A; then e / ∈ D for otherwise D and {e} ∈ F would be related.
Summary of notation
X "Forbidden" set (sets in F are disjoint from it -parameter of Lemma 2.3) x = |X| /n X "Forbidden" antichain (sets in F are unrelated to sets in it -parameter of Lemma 2.3)
(∃B ∈ B : e ∈ B) ã = Ã /n ν # chains containing {e} and {e, o} for e ∈Ã, o ∈
[n] \ X \ A but no set from B /n! c 0 # chains containing {e} for e ∈Ã but no set from B /n! Proposition 2.6. Sets in B only contain one element of A. B is an antichain, and the sets in B are also unrelated to every set in C.
Proof. If e 1 ∈ B ∈ B with e 1 ∈ A, and B was related to another set S ∈ F , then {e 1 }, B and S would form a Λ. This applies to any S ∈ B ∪ C, as well as S = {e 2 } for any e 1 = e 2 ∈ A.
Proof. Any chain on which the singleton is {e} and the second set is {e, d} with e ∈Ã and d ∈ X ∪ A is always an MNM chain: {e, d} and any set that contains it is forbidden from being in B either because it is not disjoint from X (when d ∈ X), or because it would contain two elements of A (when d ∈ A). The number of such chains isãn · (an + xn − 1) · (n − 2)! =ã(x + a)n!1. And out of the chains which start with {e}, and whose second set is {e, o} with some o ∈ [n] \ X \ A, νn! do not contain any set from B.
We have c 0 ≤ c because a chain whose first set is {e} for some e ∈Ã, but does not contain any set from B, is an MNM chain.
For a family of sets A ⊆ 2
[n] , let m(A)n! be the number of chains which start with an element of X as a singleton and do not contain any set from A. (For example, m(X ) = µ, and therefore l(X ) − m(X ) = α − µ.) For a fixed d ∈ X, let m d (A)n! be the number of chains on which the singleton is {d}, and do not contain any element of A.
We can assume without loss of generality that for any 
It immediately follows from the definition of X d that if a chain has {d} as a singleton, and does not contain any set from X d , then it does not contain any set from
monotonously increasing and concave in c, using Jensen's inequality
Sets inX contain exactly one element of X, and form an antichain. They are also unrelated to every set S ∈ F : S cannot contain any element of X, so it could only be related to a set inX by being its subset. But S must also be unrelated to every D ∈ X d0 ⊆ X , so it cannot be a subset of D \ {d 0 } ∪ {d} either.
In fact we will only use the following simple corollary of Proposition 2.8. In many parts of the rest of this section we will treat the two cases of the corollary below separately.
Corollary 2.9. With the assumption of Proposition 2.8,
• either X = {d} : d ∈ X (we refer to it as the singletons case),
• or X does not contain any singleton (referred to as the no singleton case).
does not contain any singleton, yielding the two cases above by Proposition 2.8.
Remark. The fact that sets in X contain an element of X implies that sets in F do not contain sets in X . Now, let us consider what restrictions are imposed on F by the fact that sets in F are not contained in the sets in X , beyond the other conditions of Lemma 2.3 (namely that all the sets in F are disjoint from X).
In the singletons case, clearly there are no such additional restrictions. However, in the no singleton case, there are two additional restrictions that are not already implied by the set X:
• The union of singletons in F , A ⊆ [n] \ X .
• Sets in C must not be contained in sets in X . Clearly this imposes a restriction only if X contains sets bigger than 2.
The only restriction on F that this X creates is that the union of singletons A ⊆ [n] \ X \ C. In other words, let us assume that α = l(X ) = 2xγ1 for γ ∈ R (without assuming that X is of the above form). Then it is possible that a = |A| n can be as big as 1 − x − γ with X not creating any restrictions on C (depending on the actual structure of X , namely, if it is made up of sets of size 2 as above; then α = 2x(1 − x − a)1 and µ = x(x + a)1). But if a > 1 − x − γ, then α = 2xγ1 implies that X contains sets bigger than 2, and thus it creates restrictions on C. So, in the no singleton case, one way to understand the calculations that follow is to check them for X = {d, o} : d ∈ X, o ∈ C ; then check what happens if x, c and a are fixed, but X is changed.
Chain calculations
Now we estimate the numbers of certain types of chains, in preparation for applying induction.
Proposition 2.11. In the no singleton case, (α − x + µ) n! chains start with {o} for some o ∈ [n]\X \A, and contain a set from X .
Proof. A total of αn! chains contain a set D ∈ X . By Proposition 2.5, the singleton on such a chain is either from X or [n] \ X \ A. The number of chains which start with an element of X as their singleton and do not contain a set from X is µn!, so the number of chains which contain a set from X , and which start with an element of X, is (x − µ)n!. On the rest, the singleton is from [n] \ X \ A. Proof. A total of βn! chains contain a set from B. A set in B is of the form {e, o 1 , . . . , o k } with e ∈ A, o 1 , . . . , o k ∈ [n] \ X \ A, k ≥ 1. A chain that contains a B ∈ B, and does not start with {o} for some o ∈ [n] \ X \ A, must start with an element ofÃ, and continue with an element of [n] \ X \ A as the second element added to form the chain. There areãn · (1 − x − a)n · (n − 2)! =ã(1 − x − a)1n! such chains, out of which νn! do not contain any set from B. So ã(1 − x − a)1 − ν n! chains contain a set from B and start with an element ofÃ. The rest start with {o} for some o ∈ [n] \ X \ A. Proposition 2.13. In the no singleton case, µ ≥ x(x + a)1; and the number of chains of the form ∅, {d}, {d, o}, . . . with d ∈ X, o ∈ [n] \ X \ A, which do not contain any set from X , is µ − x(x + a)1 n!.
Proof. A total of µn! chains start with an element of X and do not contain any set from X . The chains of the form ∅, {d 1 }, {d 1 , d 2 }, . . . with d 1 ∈ X, d 2 ∈ X ∪ A never contain a set from X when X contains no singleton. The number of these chains is xn · (xn + an − 1) · (n − 2)! = x(x + a)1 n!. For the rest, the second element added to form the chain is from [n] \ X \ A. Proof. For every C ∈ C, C ⊆ [n] \ X ′ and it is unrelated to every set in X by definition. C is unrelated to every set in B by Proposition 2.6. It also cannot be a superset of a Y ∈ Y or a Z ∈ Z, since those contain an element of X or A; neither a proper subset of Y or Z because |Y | = |Z| = 2 ≤ |C|.
Proposition 2.16. The number of chains that start with an element of [n] \ X ′ and contain a set from
, and
Proof. The number of chains on which the singleton is {o} with o ∈ [n] \ X ′ = [n] \ X \ A, and the second set is {o, d} ∈ Y with d ∈ X, is xn·(1 − x− a)n·(n− 2)! = x(1 − x− a)1n!. The number of chains on which the singleton is {o}, and the second set is {o, e} ∈ Z with e ∈ A \Ã, is (1 − x − a)n · (a −ã)n · (n − 2)! = (1 − x − a) (a −ã) 1n!. The rest follows from Proposition 2.11 and Proposition 2.12.
Proposition 2.17. The number of chains on which the singleton is {o} with o ∈ [n] \ X
′ , the second set is {o, d} with d ∈ X ′ = X ∪ A, and which do not contain any set from X ′ , is
• νn! in the singletons case, and
• µ − x(x + a)1 + ν n! in the no singleton case.
(In other words, in the order in which elements of [n] are added to form the chain, the first two are swapped.) ϕ is a bijection. It is easy to check that X ′ does not contain singletons. ϕ is a bijection between chains of the form ∅, {o}, {o, d}, . . . containing no set from X ′ , and chains of the form ∅, {d}, {o, d}, . . . containing no set from X ′ , with o ∈ [n] \ X ′ and d ∈ X ∪ A. Below we classify the chains ∅, {d}, {o, d}, . . . based on what set d belongs to and count them separately.
• For d ∈ X, {o, d} ∈ Y in the singletons case. In the no singleton case, µ − x(x + a)1 n! chains of the form ∅, {d}, {o, d}, . . . contain no set from X by Proposition 2.13; these chains also contain no set from B or Z, since sets from those do not contain any element of X.
• For d ∈Ã, the number of chains of this form which contain no set from B is νn!; these chains also contain no set from X , Y or Z, since sets from those contain no element ofÃ.
• For d ∈ A \Ã, {o, d} ∈ Z.
Summing these cases, we get the statement of the proposition. 
Inductive step
(Here the Lubell function on the Boolean lattice 2
[n]\{oi} of order n − 1 is used.)
\{oi} is a Λ-free family which does not contain ∅ (since o i / ∈ A, so {o i } / ∈ F ), nor any set larger than n − 1 − n ′ . Sets in C 
and in the no singleton case
Let µ ′ i (n − 1)! be the number of chains in the Boolean lattice 2
[n]\{oi} which start with an element of X ′ as a singleton, but do not contain any set from X ′ i . By Proposition 2.17, in the singletons case
and in the no singleton case 
The following two examples are typical cases where, in the induction step for the C ′ i 's, we will get the singletons case and the no singleton case respectively. (1−a)n i=1
2 n and the average of the c
[n] of the form ∅, {e 1 }, {e 1 , o}, {e 1 , o, e 2 }, . . . do not intersect B. So
n (greater if B B ), and the average of the µ
In the case of B =B, the size of the sets in C is at least 3, and the size of those in C ′ i is at least 2. Proposition 2.20.
(Still understanding the one parameter version l(F ) as l(n, F ) for a family
Proof. Every chain in the Boolean lattice 2
[n] that intersects C has an {o i } as a singleton, and thus corresponds to a chain in the Boolean lattice
We now prove Lemma 2.3 (and thus Lemma 1.14) using induction on n. According to Proposition 2.4, Lemma 2.3 holds for n ≤ n ′ . By induction and Lemma 2.2 Point 2,
So, by Proposition 2.20, we have
We handle the case of 1 − x − a = 0 separately. If 1 − x − a = 0, A = [n] \ X and, since any nonsingleton {e 1 , e 2 , . . .} ∈ F would form a Λ with the singletons {e 1 }, {e 2 } ∈ F , we have F = A and l(F ) = a = 1 − x. This is only possible in the singletons case, since a non-singleton in X would have to contain elements of [n] \ X \ A. In the singletons case α = x and µ = 0, so l(
n ′ by Lemma 2.2 Point 5. From now on, we assume that 1 − x − a > 0. Since f is concave in c, by Jensen's inequality, and since f is monotonously decreasing in x,
Correction term calculations that we will use later (assuming n ′ ≤ n − 1):
(1)
In the singletons case:
By Lemma 2.2 Point 2 and Point 3, and (2) and (4) in the Correction term calculations (note that in this case α = x and µ = 0),
x+a .) In the no singleton case:
By Lemma 2.2 Point 2 and Point 4, Proposition 2.13. and (1) and (3) in the Correction term calculations,
3 Diamond-free families -Proof of Theorem 1.15
Let F be a diamond-free family on 2 [n] .
We cite Lemma 1 from [1] :
.
By this lemma, the number of sets in F in the top and bottom n ′ := n/2 − n 2 3 levels is o (1) n ⌊n/2⌋ , so, since we are bounding the cardinality of F , we may assume that those levels do not contain any set from F .
Notation. For c ∈ [0, 1], letc = min c, 
Further, we can assume without loss of generality that
(If this does not hold, we can replace F with {[n] \ A : A ∈ F }: this family is diamond-free, has the same cardinality, and the opposite inequality holds.) Clearly C ≥ 1 n! # C is a chain: C is MNM w.r.t. F .
since each chain C will be counted when
C is a chain containing A :
Each chain on [A, [n] ] can be extended to a full 2
[n] -chain in |A|! ways. Furthermore, the Boolean lattice [A, [n] ] can be made equivalent to the Boolean lattice 2
[n]\A by subtracting A from each set; for
and the top n ′ levels are assumed to be empty. Using Lemma 1.14 as well as that
and the subadditivity of the square root function,
. Whereas if A is not minimal in F , i.e. ∃S ∈ F such that A S, then for any chain C for which min(C ∩ F ) = A, we have #(C ∩ F ) ≤ 2 (otherwise S and three sets in C ∩ F would form a diamond), so
Since f is concave, we can use Jensen's inequality with the weights #{C is a chain containing A} (1−C)n! (where A is minimal in F ). Notice that the sum of all the weights is 1 because the sum of numerators is the total number of chains C where
c(A) is the fraction of the chains containing A which are MNM, so # {C is a chain containing A} c(A) is the number of MNM chains through A. In the numerator, each MNM chain in the whole Boolean lattice is counted once, except if the minimal element on it is not a global minimal, then it is not counted. So the numerator is less than or equal to the total number of MNM chains in the Boolean lattice, which is at most Cn!. Substituting, we get C varies between 0 and 1. 
We will use this inequality in the proof of Point 3 and 4.
Proof of Point 3. If x + a = 0, g(x, c, a,ã) = f (x, c). From now on, we assume that x + a > 0. We first show that g is monotonously increasing inã. (15)). Now using (13) in (12) , and then using (14) and (16) and that t − √ t is decreasing in 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/4, we get , we show that this subcase cannot hold:
Case 1.1.3. When 
